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[2001] 1 S.C.R. ("Burns"), the Government of Canada has not extradited a fugitive

accused to a foreign jurisdiction when the fugitive accused faced potential execution

without obtaining formal assurances that execution of fugitive would not occur.

effect of the Minister's Surrender Order herein permits surrender of the appellant to

face a charge capital murder Thailand without formal assurances that will not be

3. The Court of Appeal on reconsideration determined that this was acceptable because the

Minister found that the appellant faced "no realistic jeopardy of execution". The Court of

Appeal on reconsideration overstated the Minister's determination in this regard.

decision of the Court of Appeal on reconsideration contradicted the initial decision

of the Court of which concluded the death a ~r'\.""c.~"""1n

consequence of extradition and as such, assurances were required were

.....,Llo.. ./'Io.ILJ\".I."'-J.L..L\A,..L .a..a. .a. .a.' as ~ ..L .a._,~

it was not

5. on

6.

rOIf:.Jo."rr::!1nT to ~"""'J"".a. ... ....,_'~ as
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Judgment of Justice Lysyk on committal at page 10:

1. Ms. Suwannee Ratanaprakorn was in a relationship of some kind
was married to, the person sought, Mr. Karas;

and possibly

That and Mr. Karas were registered as guests at room 805 Hotel
in Pattaya, Thailand between the period commencing approximately late June, 1996 and
September 1996, and were at that location;

3. They frequently quarrelled in raised voices, and were heard to have been in a loud
argument in the room on September 19, 2006.

They were seen together in room 805 at 4 p.m. September 1996;

5. On September 1996, shortly after midnight, Karas was seen to leave the hotel
with a piece of luggage which appeared full. an hour later he
with the piece of luggage which now appeared empty, and went upstairs.
later, was seen to leave the hotel a carrying a u_.... ' J ......

to full. returned half an hour later carrying the piece of .... _~,~ jo"" ......

went came
at approximately the

• ,"",,",,,llr,,.,.,, full.

On September at about 3 a.m. room 805 was AhCl,AIT£~.rI out.

8. swamp the

"-''-'JL , on September , 1996, ...................................,....... aboard a
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examination of room 805. Room 805 had been cleaned by a maid the previous morning,
after the room had vacant, the maid saw that the blanket and top sheet of the

When a police crime scene investigator searched the room, he found
and blood and fat in the bathroom of room 805. subsequent analysis of this
material determined that substances were human blood and human

Mr. Karas was arrested in Vancouver on October 1996 and found to be in
possession a Canadian passport in the name of Michael Morgan. Subsequent
investigation determined Mr. Karas' true identity.
(Appellant's Record, p. 11)

On August 9, 1999, the Minister issued an authority to i../-L"-/ ..............."'-. pursuant to s. 15 of the

Extradition The authority to proceed identified murder, contrary to s.

as

8. extradition hearing took place 1,

J.

Thailand (the tJ'-A-..Il U'-A-\A...IUll,. to s. to

9.

10.

was
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sufficient to commit the appellant for the offence of manslaughter. Accordingly,

appellant was committed for extradition naming manslaughter as the by

the evidence. This decision was not appealed by respondent.

a) Minister's Letter dated September 2004 (Appellant's Record, p. 129)

11. September 14,2004, pursuant to s. 58(b) of Extradition the Minister ordered

the appellant's surrender to Thailand on conduct found by the extradition judge to be

criminal according to Canadian law. The Minister made the order conditional upon

receipt of certain assurances including an assurance from Thailand that in event

conduct for which appellant was surrendered resulted conviction the '-' ................. .A..A. ...........

of murder, the death penalty would not imposed or out.

was no

Thailand sent "-"_..l.A._""~_

for assurances. Diplomatic

law that would _ClI.¥~"I'"

May 3,2005,

to

penalty assurances. 1

13.

1

was COIISU;teIlt on on

...................... JL ....~,_ to
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murder, there will be no procedural difficulty in filing an indictment that
corresponds with the conditions for surrender;"
(Appellant's p. 1

It is also consistent with the following translated legal opinion of Mr. Nattachak

Pattamasingh Ayutthaya, dated July 1998, which was included in the Thai materials

extradition .....L:lon'"1"1C>.,r<~ noof an explanationThis was

extradition package:indictment was included with

"1 According to the [Thai] Criminal Procedure Code, it is impossible to
file the charge against [Mr. Karas] the Thai Court without his
appearance before the court at the the charge is submitted."

(Appellant's Record, p. 190)

Minister's June p. 1

15. response to inability the authorities to ............r"."TT.,r"1£:J> _ ...... ,...."" ...... ,..,,1"" ...... ,... death

assurances, to

an assurance Thailand that

Thailand

assurance.

16. Thai

17.



forthcoming after the arrest of the accused person." (Appellant's Record,
194)

Minister's dated September 2005 (Appellant's Record, p. 1

Minister arranged for official meetings to take place18.

and representatives of the Thai Government. a result of

his representative

......... """''''''''" the

following conclusions with

Thailand, which he communicated a to

September

to the applicable law in

appellant's dated

...... """'-1..-1.."'''''"'.1.-1..'''' ....'-. to
(Appellant's Record,

the absence of new evidence, law does not allow a prosecutor to
amend a charge once laid;
After a murder trial, a judge may convict on the included of
manslaughter;
Thailand legislation pending before to allow them to
provide a death penalty assurance context of an
extradition request;

• Thai sentencing judge can take into account a diplomatic
Canada that the not be 1"f"'V'\1""'''C<'Ort°

Since 2000, although been 318 persons _................. _""",-
the Pattaya region of Thailand Mr. Karas is ~ __~._,....,_.~

_""' ... -t- ..... r Thai national nor has ""'''' ..... ''''' ... TT'''rt

..... '-J """' ................... country has
of Thailand with .....on"f'...00T

19.

was

to

as
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a consequence of extradition, the death penalty may be imposed, then a death
penalty assurance must be obtained in all but "exceptional circumstances". In light
of Thailand's history of granting clemency in all cases where requested to do so
a foreign state, and the Department of Foreign Affairs Canada's intention to pursue
clemency on behalf of Mr. Karas ifhe is sentenced to death, I am of the view that
there is not a real risk that Mr. Karas will face the death penalty if surrendered to
Thailand and in the words of the Supreme Court of Canada Burns,
supra, it is not reasonably anticipated that the death penalty will result his
extradition.

Moreover, even if it could be reasonably anticipated that Mr. Karas will face the
death penalty in Thailand, I am of the view that this case differs from Burns insofar
as Thailand, unlike the United States of America, is unable to provide a death
penalty assurance. I am also mindful of the fact that the Canadian government has
no jurisdiction to conduct a prosecution arising from these circumstances. In
view, these circumstances could be characterized as exceptional insofar as a failure
to surrender would result no prosecution being undertaken in relation to the
~~~ of a young Thai woman. Canada should not become a haven for
fugitives from are facing capital '-'A...A....., ..................... u _lIJ .... '-'_'_.
(Emphasis added) (Appellant's Record, p. 154)

reasons

committal

2. a

was court
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potential outcome, analysis applies and the fugitive accused can only be

surrendered without assurances case falls "exceptional

circumstances" exception.

Third, the Court Appeal also disagreed with Minister's alternative position

that the case fell within the "exceptional circumstances" exception for .....,_.4- ..1.--'.4- .....__.1.

without formal death penalty assurances. In the Court's

[169] All of the factors mentioned in the Burns analysis that weigh against
surrendering Mr. Karas to Thailand for a capital crime without assurances are
equally as compelling in the case at bar as they were in Burns. ... I recognize
Thailand does not at present have legislation enabling it to give the assurances
required. However, Thailand can request the extradition of Mr. Karas to face the
non-capital offence manslaughter rather than ./LA ................. ' ........

[170] I now return to the question of whether this case is one of
circumstances".
[171] In my view, fact that Thailand does not
legislation to authorize the
imposed or, imposed, will not
within
(Appellant's

to

a a

_ ...........a. ...... """Jl... " as court.

1
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On June 1 2008 instead of granting to appeal, this Court remitted matter

back to the Columbia Court of Appeal the following directions:

application for leave to appeal from the judgment of the Court Appeal for
British Columbia (Vancouver), Number 16, 2007 BCCA dated
December 2007, is remitted to the Court of Appeal of British Columbia for
reconsideration in accordance standard ofjudicial articulated
Talib Steven v. Canada 1 1) (Appellant's
103)

Following the direction of this Court, the Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal

initially directed that written submissions would be submitted and circulated to the

members of Court presiding on the initial hearing regarding the

v. Canada [2008] 1 S.C.R. 761 on the initial Court

Appeal's decision.

would be made a differently constituted of

oral submissions

newreconsideration hc.r......'1"t"'1'rr was held before a

111r'l(T"t"Yl~nT of

On October 15,2008,

panel of the Court of Appeal. On January 7,

on reconsideration was rell~asea.

of

on

did not c.'7"roc.c.r1

on to account



requesting state would
11

the appellant for an offence substantially excess

of any offence supported the evidence before the extradition judge. The Court of

Appeal on reconsideration line of authorities following

case at bar because the '"',.Tr.......~"" ......

penalty assurances, the Court of Appeal on

did not apply to

appellant could not be

on ......ClI.f'.r.V'\IC'lll rt ".... ......r'TlI r.V'\I stated the the

the issue of the

reconsideration ?"~"" )'"1 ~'('I T~r'I

anticipated". of

31.

following manner:

I it appears to me Minister was empowered
the Act with the jurisdiction to decide whether assurances were required.
Minister decided that it not be unjust or '-'''''''11'-'-''-- ..................

surrender without assurances in the f"'11'"j'"'11 ....'Y\C"t·t:)n,.. Cli<C"

appellant no jeopardy
murder. this was a reasonable,

circumstances case.
was not unreasonable, I
making order

1
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The issues in "1"net'Y'\n,">"t" of which is sought are:

Court of Appeal on reconsideration err in its ..L , ..~ that the IS

acting reasonably ordering the surrender of the on conduct when the

Minister knows the effect his order allows the Thai and

convict the appellant capital murder and a death sentence the

Minister knows there was no to support such a charge before

extradition judge?

so, were

appellant to

on """" ...... '-/.l..A.u ..L'-4-""'.L """"'.L'-./.L.L err it that

a .1-"'"1",00 Y"lr-.. I r1! test as to

"reasonably anticipated"?

....... ,,",,1I'''"YV'\ -. ."t""t"-. _. rr the rn ... """..,...,..,. ....... /'1 '-"1"

capital A.LL""""'..!.-.',",,L

35.

was no
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dispute or issue taken with the fact that the distinction between murder and

manslaughter Canadian law is identical to the distinction ..... "......,-""'Tr..r.......... murder and

manslaughter in Thai law. This is not a case where the crimes the foreign

jurisdiction not match Canadian offences.

Initially when the Minister viewed the request for extradition for murder as

presented to Canada, the ..................... IJ"'...., identified the corresponding Canadian ......, ...., as

murder. Minister drafted authority to proceed naming the Canadian offence

of murder as the r-..-r-rr.. ,."r.. matching the alleged Thai ,.....'T-r,--.. r"~ of __' .... the

committal stage of the extradition process it became apparent that there was no

Minister

an aC'lC"Cl.'r\-r- .. nl element for

Thailand and

r:l!-r\""lr11rl'r\ offence of rnlJl't"lC1.-:l111Cl't'\rP>1'" as anto

evidence capable of establishing the intention to

murder both Canadian and Thai law.

".,.-t- ..... ".,. ...... r .. ".,. of murder.

offence _".,./"...... ,...,.,.,1-".,.......

of manslaughter and not .L "''''"'' ......

LJ ....,.. ,.,..,.. Amended "--" ....

it was

38.
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evidence at committal. The offence murder substantively that of
manslaughter. The difference between the two is not one of "details or particulars."
(Saad (2007) at para.

[125] In my opinion, the decision to surrender on ~~conduct" in the manner done
cannot circumvent the principles referred to in (2003).

Record, p.

Court Appeal on reconsideration

conduct in the following manner:

Minister's Surrender Order on

[27] Having reached a decision to surrender a person committed by an extradition
judge, the Minister must then sufficiently define what person is being
surrendered for to the extradition partner order that the rule of speciality will
observed by the requesting state. In present case, that requirement is met
surrender on the basis of conduct, namely the killing of Ms. Ratanaprakom in
September 1996, for which the applicant was to be committed
extradition. can be no applicant

killing of Ms.
described by the requesting state or

not a relevant consideration.
ought to be to inquire
respect which I will deal with

could imposition
which a

concerns

It was an error

....... _~""'..LUJl.....,Jl.L on
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without considering the effect of that order. effect being to order the surrender

of the appellant on the Thai offence of capital murder.

41. The issue whether the Minister can surrender an accused to face charges in

requesting state that substantially charges supported by the facts for which a

prima facie case was made at the extradition hearing first arose the case

Reumayr.

42. Reumayr, the Minister ordered the surrender of the fugitive accused to the

American charge of attempting to bomb the Alaska pipeline. The Court of Appeal

set aside surrender order and referred the matter back to to

reconsider whether the between Canadian presented at

was to bomb and

't"V'\O'1'"1nrl'Y'l offence which surrender was ordered, was u_"', ..... "'............. "'...

were stated in Ke1un1al'r

an ""'IJ ............ '-" ... .L

1

as numerous cases .................,.........._........... ,...,
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ofAmerica v. 2008

from the provincial appellate courts that applied

1. These are all cases

following principle of

The Minister cannot surrender a fugitive accused to a state for trial on
charges that substantially exceed those offences supported by at the
committal hearing.

The British Columbia approach Reumayr and the Ontario approach in

Minister cannot surrender aFischbacher do

fugitive accused to

in regards to the reasons why

charges that substantially ""L1I.. ...... "" ...... \,A.. the supported at

committal hearing.

limitation of

lssue IS as the jurisdictional

as au"""" ...,"'..................... or

......"'f ,......_....:''-..L..LJL~ state was

o..J ................. _ ........ ..... on aISc.nD.(JClzer the Ontario

'-'II ............ '-' of first degree ......... A......,~A. __ .........

beyond

as

not create an n ........ r'~,nl'{T

2
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the extradition hearing, Thailand presented a case for an intentional homicide.

The available evidence was presented to the extradition judge. extradition

found there was no evidence of intent to kill. The appellant was committed

on charge of manslaughter. Thailand that decision was it

could have appealed the decision the extradition judge. Such an appeal was

never taken. To limit the discretion to surrender on manslaughter is

merely to effect to the decision of the extradition judge.

48. The rhetorical question Would the Minister be permitted to surrender the

appellant on conduct knowing that Thailand is to try him for murder if there

was only proof of an assault and no evidence of a homicide, trusting that the

Thai system, that IS forthcoming the arrest accused

person"? para. 1

this Court determines that the only fetter on the ........... LJ __ .... _' ........ ....., ........ of

1"'t:l>r11111"'t:l>'YYlt:l>"Y\"t of double an a.'rT.....nrt"T' r\.1nl 'f"'\·n....-r-'na. .....

1\./1"111"'\"1 C'lTO.... is the

cannot

cases IS a .............. ~"" ...... UU_.L

"" IS

on

out on ""'....., "' .

more...... .....,L.A. .L.A. ,~.A. on

.L." .LL J" ......... .L cannot



or uncertain, it provides the

necessary to the extradition context.

51.
18

The criterion of "substantially o'V"r"oo,r"iC"" is not

Minister with a degree

has benefit of years of the provincial appellate courts applying this

""" ........ IV""" .......l ....... ..Il..ll to the Minister's Surrender Orders. Even though criterion has

argued numerous times Reumayr, only a handful of cases did the

requirement place additional burden on the Minister. quote the

court

of Appeal,

at para 64:

.,,;n""'flll'~fl (2007) 216 403 (Ont.

In my view, only where there is an absence of what would appear to be an essential
element of the foreign charge in the surrender order could it argued that the order
is plainly unreasonable or unjust or oppressive, at least without an explanation of
why it is not.

The Minister by 'substantively {:JI.vr"{:JI.{:JI.i"'11nrr' criterion will thus

only apply when tl1ere is no evidence on an """UU'_..Il.A.'IV..Il_..Il _Jl._JL..IlJl.""" ...lJl.IV of

which the requesting state is seeking tJ _ .

One of the cases the 'substantively """""-\""\,,I\,,I\.l.~~Jl~

to place a limit on the , ...

America v. [2008]

included surrender for conspiracy to ~"\,.4'~~\0..1.""'~

-L ..... _ .............", ..... as

to

IS no
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Minister is the same position. The Minister is precluded from surrendering the

fugitive accused to face the offence rejected by the extradition judge.

The 'substantively criterion is a rational and necessary limit to

discretion of the Minister on surrender. It does not a flood of inappropriate

concerns for the elements of the foreign crime as it applies in cases where

is a substantial discrepancy between the case presented at the extradition

hearing and the foreign charges the fugitive accused will face on surrender. Where

there is a disconnect between the laws foreign state and Canada, the

Minister's obligation can be metexactly how it was met in Reumayr by the

Minister obtaining a legal opinion from the foreign state regarding differences

in the foreign law. In a case like the within case where it is clear that the laws are

identical, it ensures that extradition hearing protection to the

fugitive accused a penal disproportionate to case

presented to Canada by the state.

oncourts to

-tJl-"'''''''&''&'_'&''&''''' to Thailand.

Minister has objected

the 'substantially ,,-,.n.."'I"-'''-'''''-tJ

.... £:l>r"I"lI .... l:lr.n that he n" ........£:l>1I"'lIr'I£:l> ....

prosecution

1'\ /I .. ..,"\ .. n.,.'~.... has ,..,,,,,l....--.. .. -if-+,,,...,

to

It is

no answer a ..IL...,.&._.&.,-• .&.L ..... _ ......... ....,LJl........ ...., .... on
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they expect more evidence to "become available once the fugitive accused is in

para. 17)

Further, claim that Thailand cannot accept the surrender of the appellant the

offence of manslaughter remains confusing and unclear. Minister has never

clarified this error. Thailand originally provided an opinion that:

2. According to the [Thai] Criminal
the charge against [Mr. Karas] in

appearance before the court at time
(Statement of Facts, para.

Code, it is impossible to
Thai Court without his

n"'O"9"'rTCli. is submitted."

Thus Thailand should have had no difficulty preparing an Indictment that matched

Surrender Order once the appellant was surrendered for manslaughter and

the court.

later advice Thailand could not change .... ................... _.... to Manslaughter

was as

not

a

not a
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The appellant has requested that the Minister should make further and

asked for a aforementioned indictment that has been

Minister has not responded to this

appellant Thailand, as as the ...... A.A. ................. j-.""""

file in the absence of appellant.

request.

Thai that now Thailand to

outstanding is highlighted

made v. Canada (Minister

submission Thailand apparently

at

paragraph 20, British Columbia Court of Appeal notes following:

Although the applicant is for prosecution Thailand role in _.... --..""'_ ....''-4-

criminal activity, I gather he cannot, because of provisions of Thai procedure,
what we Canada term formally indicted actually that
jurisdiction.

appellant submits that .......... CI>'T,...,.I ... ~n_l~ contradiction it is not at all

.... --.--.,....................--.--. ...... cannot or C'I ... "'I"'Y'\~1'"7 not appellant's V_.L.L ...... .1.. .... '-4-"'.1..

61. to ..L ................ A. ........... Jl'-+ to once

or
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.A.J ...... ULJ' ............. the Thai offence of murder a capital the Minister in the

Further Amended Order examined if the appellant's

could be "reasonably anticipated." Minister determined it would not and

concluded that the case was not a death penalty case.

initial decision of the Court of Appeal decided that Burns did not support the

Minister's contention that a threshold test must be met prior to undertaking the

analysis. Court sent the matter back reconsideration accordance

with the standard ofjudicial as outlined case.

proposition that in balancing individual

state, the Minister, in extradition not reasonable.

Minister must still apply correct test, as

_n1Ar'~1"'n11"'\.1"l 41:

out

a

a test was lnI'An(:.'I1CT~nT

was

as
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the wrong test to determine whether Mr. Karas should be extradited to Thailand
witll0ut assurances. If one of the potential consequences of the act of extradition is
the imposition of the death penalty by the requesting state, Burns supports
proposition that assurances are constitutionally required, absent exceptional
circumstances.

[145] summary, there is no dispute that one of the punishments available for
offence of murder Thailand is the imposition of the death penalty. Burns focuses
on whether someone the death penalty extradited by Canada to the
requesting state. death penalty a consequence of extradition to
requesting state? this case, the answer to that question must in the affirmative
and, that being so, the constitutional analysis in " (Emphasis in
Original)
(Appellant's Record, 85-86)

Court Appeal on reconsideration should not

because not alter requirement the .................c ...................... '" to

test.

Issue

correct

Court of Appeal on ....OAr\.r\C..,1r1t::l.... n1""1r\.1'\ made a ...._.........__A error

appellant faced no

appellant U_ .....'AAAA\<U

appellant's

the "1r .... ~'t".,.....,...r;

' .......'r".,.~lIl1T· .. .,....~ is not a ............ I:'Ir; ........ 11':"'O.



behalf to seek a commutation of sentence the event the death
penalty were imposed;
the fact that Thailand advised that the had never a
foreign government's request clemency;

fact that the Governor General Canada had already
communicated Canada's position with respect to the death penalty in

matter of the
the fact that Thailand had not refused to provide death penalty
assurance but were legally unable to so; and
the fact that Thailand was amending its law to make assurances
possible in future case.

(Appellant's Record p. 153)

67. these factors may reduce the likelihood

these factors, nor the totality the factors together can eliminate

to

"""'''',.. ...... _............... ....,' ....... caseappellant is unlikely, are factors

fugitive accused is surrendered to face the are:

a

(iii)

statement

never a

a ..... ...., .... __ .... ,............

sentence on __ ""'v.. case.

or to commute



a death sentence. The King has refused foreign jurisdictions' requests to commute in drug

cases and could do so a murder case.

69. Minister erred elevating the request to for clemency to the strength of a

formal assurance. In this Court cited with approval the decision of the European

Court of Human Rights; Court Case ofSoering, Judgment of7 July 1989, Series

16. In the Soering case, State Virginia of the United States had requested

extradition of Mr. Soering for the offence of capital murder from the United Kingdom.

United States federal government did not constitutional authority to provide formal

death penalty assurances. (Soering at para 69) United Kingdom asked for and

received an alternate assurance that representations would be made to the sentencing

of the State of Virginia that the United Kingdom did not want death penalty to

imposed on According to past never

imposed a State court when such an assurance to

European

risk a death sentence was remote

"/1I/l~T"'TT/lI.rr at

question: was

follows:

a ofa sentence as

itwithin case, .........1.."..I• ..l.'-'''''~&;.....l...l.

f"1a..1"Y\t:lI.'Y\f""U to

a

'-&."-''-/I'-&.''-' not to

not ~"""V"""\..f,.V to
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70. Minister's statement that the appellant's execution is not "reasonably anticipated" is

simply a statement that the appellant's is not most likely outcome of

surrender. initial decision of the Court of Appeal did not criticize this finding.

Instead, court noted the remaining potential consequence; appellant could be

of murder, the Judge could order the penalty and all diplomatic efforts

to commute the sentence could fail.

71. this noted that the penalty was not the most likely outcome.

Nevertheless, it was a constitutional requirement that Canada seek and obtain assurances.

threshold test as applied by Minister in the within case would allow the Minister to

surrender persons to potential execution any case where the could point to

a low probability a low probability is to be the case virtually

""""""' .......................' ...... IS to

as stated

IS an ................ _...........~_ upon which

assurances IS

v.

CO'1 '1?'.....£:lIo"t41 r1 £:lIo ....Clt.r1 to

...... '-',..... "'-..I.-..I.-l,. assurances. court T't:.:.1l'1l.:Ar'll-~r'1

IS

case,
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for capital murder. death penalty is one of the "available" punishments murder.

The concerns raised in Burns apply because the death penalty is an "available" punishment

in Thailand offence for which the appellant is surrendered. factors to

eliminate the possibility of the death penalty as an outcome.

The Minister that was wrong about reasonable anticipation of eventual

execution, then the appellant's surrender was not breach of his s. 7 Charter rights. The

British Columbia Court of Appeal originally set this decision aside. The British Columbia

Court of Appeal on reconsideration did not decide the issue of 'exceptional

circumstances' .

IS

the

exceptional circumstances ..L,-,,,,",,'\A.U ...,IU on a

case at

appellant can never prosecuted

............ ""...... -.'......... without assurances that he not

reasons

'exceptional _ c_ ....., ....

as found by

...... _ ........ _ .... JL JL __ to

-rK .. ro,r... n,. basis conclusion is twofold:

...............................,......__ to assurances

IS no,..., "" ,..., assurances.

case

assurances,

it is 1n0Q"Y'\Qhla>

assurance to
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surrender without assurances. This possibility was commented upon in

para. 1

supra, at

Minister is constitutionally bound to ask for an assurance that the
death penalty will not be imposed as a condition of extradition." (Emphasis added)

The requirement that Canada obtain assurances precludes possibility of Canada asking

for assurances, those assurances being refused and surrender occurring without assurances.

The Minister's conclusion that the inability of Thailand to give assurances is an

"exceptional circumstance" is unreasonable.

78. The initial panel of the British Columbia Court of Appeal correctly noted unexceptional

nature of this factor and correctly overturned the unreasonable decision of the Minister:

case at manner

"L:A,.-.."., ..... , to

"L.A"-"'-"'-'--" cannot new



Facts, para. 17) There been no explanation for this discrepancy. There has been no

satisfactory reason Thailand as to why they not accept the Minister's

surrender for the offence of manslaughter.

80. It has been 13 since the alleged offence. case presented to Canada by Thailand

the extradition likely a summary of all of IS

available against the appellant. Practically speaking, there is only one new source of

evidence which could emerge if the appellant is to Thailand. In

diplomatic correspondence between Thailand and Canada to new evidence emerging

once the appellant is surrendered makes clear that the extraction confessions is a usual

procedure in Thailand. Such confessions are sometimes extracted using torture.

procedures would render a trial unfair and violate appellant's 7 rights.

Thai and international Ai-'\l["lO"t"'''tT011'''C'

are solved confession, which are u"' u "' ""__ .IL.L-'-'.J ...

p.

81. only does
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It will be rare for a violation of the fundamental principles ofjustice to be justifiable under

s. 1 of the Charter. (See Re B. Motor Vehicle Act, [1985J 2 S.C.R. 468 at p. 518 (para.

affinned in supra, at para. 1 .)

The Minister did not consider potential s. 1 justifications in his decision. only

potential justification here is international that '-"~jLa."""....fI,.\IA.

and Thailand develop a mutually negotiated of extradition laws that both

partners' laws. Thailand's current inability to provide assurances is incompatible with the

laws of the majority of nations in the world who will not surrender someone to face a

capital offence assurances are allow fact that Thailand cannot

provide assurances to override Canada's concerns of fundamental justice is to reward

Thailand for its apparent inability to pass a law that has been legislative

branch for Comity this instance because

cannot provide assurances.

A. ...... fi-"A.UA.'-'''''''.l.'-' ..l.A.''l thereby .l..l..l._•.l.'lIo...I..IULf'ooo.
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appellant to Thailand with an order that clearly limits his surrender to the offence of

manslaughter.

When the Minister ordered the appellant surrendered on conduct, he

extradition did not r<, .. .,...~ ........ r>.~ murder

either in Canada or Thailand;

that once the appellant was to Thailand he would be indicted and tried for

capital murder;

(iii) that the of had prior to to give assurances

that the death penalty would not be imposed, or imposed, would not

out.

........ ,...,..,.""nI1r1rT couldthat capital.A..A................ __-.A."

that the carrying out the

Government sought 01A1rYlA110'{T

-L'-JA ~'A,,"L.&.A assurances.
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case,
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87. order with respect to costs is sought.

88. Surrender Order of the Minister is set aside and the appellant is discharged from

extradition process.

In the the Surrender Order of the Minister is set aside and the matter of the

appellant' surrender be back to the Minister with to Minister that the

appellant must be to the offence manslaughter or discharged

from the extradition process.
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Extradition Act, S.C. 1999, c. 18

Authority to Proceed

Minister's power to issue

15. (1) The Minister may, after receiving a request for extradition and being satisfied that the
conditions set out in paragraph 3(1)(a) and subsection 3(3) are met in respect of one or more
offences mentioned in the request, issue an authority to proceed that authorizes the Attorney
General to seek, on behalf of the extradition partner, an order of a court for the committal of the
person under section 29.

Competing requests

(2) If requests from two or more extradition partners are received by the Minister for the
extradition of a person, the Minister shall determine the order in which the requests will be
authorized to proceed.

Contents of authority to proceed

(3) The authority to proceed must contain

(a) the name or description of the person whose extradition is sought;

(b) the name of the extradition partner; and

(c) the name of the offence or offences under Canadian law that correspond to the alleged
conduct of the person or the conduct in respect of which the person was convicted, as long as one
of the offences would be punishable in accordance with paragraph 3(1)(b).

Copy of authority to proceed

(4) copy of an authority to proceed produced by a means of telecommunication that produces a
writing has the same probative force as the original for the purposes of this Part.
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Extradition Act, S.C. 1999, c. 18

Substitution and Amendment of Authority to Proceed

Substitution of authority to proceed

23. (1) The Minister may substitute another authority to proceed at any time before the
extradition hearing begins. All documents issued and orders made by the court apply in respect
of the new authority to proceed, unless the court, on application of the person or the Attorney
General, orders otherwise.

New date for hearing

(1.1) Where the Minister substitutes another authority to proceed under subsection (1) and the
person applies for another date to be set for the beginning of the extradition hearing in order to
give the person an opportunity to examine the new authority, the judge may set another date for
the hearing.

Amendment of authority to proceed

(2) The judge may, on application of the Attorney General, amend the authority to proceed after
the hearing has begun in accordance with the evidence that is produced during the hearing.

Withdrawal of the authority to proceed

(3) The Minister may at any time withdraw the authority to proceed and, if the Minister does so,
the court shall discharge the person and set aside any order made respecting their judicial interim
release or detention.
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Extradition Act, S.C. 1999, c. 18

Reasons for Refusal

When order not to be made

44. (1) The Minister shall refuse to make a surrender order if the Minister is satisfied that

(a) the surrender would be unjust or oppressive having regard to all the relevant circumstances;
or

(b) the request for extradition is made for the purpose of prosecuting or punishing the person by
reason of their race, religion, nationality, ethnic origin, language, colour, political opinion, sex,
sexual orientation, age, mental or physical disability or status or that the person's position may
be prejudiced for any of those reasons.

When Minister may refuse to make order

(2) The Minister may refuse to make a surrender order if the Minister is satisfied that the conduct
in respect of which the request for extradition is made is punishable by·death under the laws that
apply to the extradition partner.
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Extradition Act, S.C. 1999, c. 18

Order of Surrender

Contents of the surrender order

58. An order of surrender must

(a) contain the name of the person who is to be surrendered;

(b) describe the offence in respect of which the extradition is requested, the offence for which the
committal was ordered or the conduct for which the person is to be surrendered;

(c) state the extradition partner to which the person is to be conveyed;

(d) direct the person who has custody of the person to be surrendered to deliver them into the
custody of the person or a member of the class of persons referred to in paragraph (e);

(e) designate the person or class of persons authorized for the purposes of section 60;

(f) set out any assurances or conditions to which the surrender is subject;

(g) fix, in the case of postponement of surrender under section 64, the period of time at or before
the expiry of which the person is to be surrendered; and

(h) fix, in the case of a temporary surrender under section 66,

(i) the period of time at or before the expiry of which the person to be surrendered must be
returned to Canada, and

(ii) the period of time at or before the expiry of which final surrender shall take place.
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Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46

Classification of murder

231. (1) Murder is first degree murder or second degree murder.

Planned and deliberate murder

(2) Murder is first degree murder when it is planned and deliberate.

Contracted murder

(3) Without limiting the generality of subsection (2), murder is planned and deliberate when it
is committed pursuant to an arrangement under which money or anything of value passes or is
intended to pass from one person to another, or is promised by one person to another, as
consideration for that other's causing or assisting in causing the death of anyone or counselling
another person to do any act causing or assisting in causing that death.

Murder of peace officer, etc.

(4) Irrespective of whether a murder is planned and deliberate on the part of any person,
murder is first degree murder when the victim is

(a) a police officer, police constable, constable, sheriff, deputy sheriff, sheriffs officer or
other person employed for the preservation and maintenance of the public peace, acting in the
course of his duties;

(b) a warden, deputy warden, instructor, keeper, jailer, guard or other officer or a permanent
employee of a prison, acting in the course of his duties; or

(c) a person working in a prison with the permission of the prison authorities and acting in the
course of his work therein.

Hijacking, sexual assault or kidnapping

(5) Irrespective of whether a murder is planned and deliberate on the part of any person,
murder is first degree murder in respect of a person when the death is caused by that person
while committing or attempting to commit an offence under one of the following sections:

(a) section 76 (hijacking an aircraft);

(b) section 271 (sexual assault);

(c) section 272 (sexual assault with a weapon, threats to a third party or causing bodily harm);

(d) section 273 (aggravated sexual assault);
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(e) section 279 (kidnapping and forcible confinement); or

if) section 279.1 (hostage taking).

Criminal harassment

(6) Irrespective of whether a murder is planned and deliberate on the part of any person,
murder is first degree murder when the death is caused by that person while committing or
attempting to commit an offence under section 264 and the person committing that offence
intended to cause the person murdered to fear for the safety of the person murdered or the safety
of anyone known to the person murdered.

Murder during terrorist activity

(6.01) Irrespective of whether a murder is planned and deliberate on the part of a person,
murder is first degree murder when the death is caused while committing or attempting to
commit an indictable offence under this or any other Act of Parliament where the act or omission
constituting the offence also constitutes a terrorist activity.

Using explosives in association with criminal organization

(6.1) Irrespective of whether a murder is planned and deliberate on the part of a person,
murder is first degree murder when the death is caused while committing or attempting to
commit an offence under section 81 for the benefit of, at the direction of or in association with a
criminal organization.

Intimidation

(6.2) Irrespective of whether a murder is planned and deliberate on the part of a person,
murder is first degree murder when the death is caused while committing or attempting to
commit an offence under section 423.1.

Second degree murder

(7) All murder that is not first degree murder is second degree murder.

R.S., 1985, c. C-46, s. 231; R.S., 1985, c. 27 (1st Supp.), SS. 7,35,40, 185(F), c. 1 (4th Supp.), s. 18(F); 1997, c. 16,
s. 3, c. 23, s. 8; 2001, c. 32, s. 9, c. 41, s. 9.
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Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46

Murder reduced to manslaughter

232. (1) Culpable homicide that otherwise would be murder may be reduced to manslaughter
if the person who committed it did so in the heat of passion caused by sudden provocation.

What is provocation

(2) A wrongful act or an insult that is of such a nature as to be sufficient to deprive an
ordinary person of the power of self-control is provocation for the purposes of this section if the
accused acted on it on the sudden and before there was time for his passion to cool.

Questions of fact

(3) For the purposes of this section, the questions

(a) whether a particular wrongful act or insult amounted to provocation, and

(b) whether the accused was deprived of the power of self-control by the provocation that he
alleges he received,

are questions of fact, but no one shall be deemed to have given provocation to another by doing
anything that he had a legal right to do, or by doing anything that the accused incited-him to do
in order to provide the accused with an excuse for causing death or bodily harm to any human
being.

Death during illegal arrest

(4) Culpable homicide that otherwise would be murder is not necessarily manslaughter by
reason only that it was committed by a person who was being arrested illegally, but the fact that
the illegality of the arrest was known to the accused may be evidence of provocation for the
purpose of this section.

R.S., c. C-34, s. 215.
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